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☆ Please read carefully before use ☆

2012-2013 model KSR110 square LCD SPEED & TACHO Instruction manual

◎ The use ignoring the instructions that are written in the manual, if the accident or damage has occurred, we can not assume any 
　responsibility for compensation.
◎ This product installation and use, when a problem occurs to after market goods, guarantee other than this product, also can not 
　assume any in any such matters.
◎ If it was the case or mounting that has been processed like a product, it will not be covered under warranty.
◎ It is not possible to inquire of the combination of other manufacturers.
◎ This product is the above-mentioned vehicle exclusive goods.Is not possible attached to the other vehicle. Please note.
◎ Regarding KSR PRO, we have confirmed the adaptation of the above-mentioned vehicles, but if manufacture specifications are 
　unexpectedly changed, it may not be fit the products. The specifications of the vehicle differ depending on the import source, etc., 
　and we are not completely grasped it. Please contact us for further information.

～ feature ～
○ The square LCD meter equipped with a speed meter, tachometer, odometer, trip, indicator lamps, as well as a rev indicator and a 
　thermometer in compact body compiled for the 2012-2013 KSR 110 exclusively.
○ The temperature sensor comes with a stick type that can be attached to our bore-up cylinder.

Adaptation model/

chassis numbers or 

VIN numbers

'12 KSR110  (KL110CBF) /JKAKL110CCDA00058 ～

'13 KSR110  (KL110DDF) /KL110D-A57002 ～

'14 KSR PRO (KL110EEF) /JKAKL110EEDA88121 ～

～ Precautions on usepurchased dealer ～
◎ Please DO NOT install with after-market H.I.D.(discharge head lamp) kit may contain high voltage noise that affects digital circuits 
　from ballast / inverter (voltage conversion device) due to quality, it may cause meter malfunction. After-market ignition parts (such 
　as ignition coil and plug cord) should NOT be installed as it will cause malfunction due to increased adverse effect noise 
　accompanying the increase in ignition voltage. Please DO NOT install the external power generator as a cause of breakdown due to a 
　shortage of charging power, drop in battery voltage or a failure of control voltage.
◎ The product is made of resin case body.
　Long term, to prevent weathering, please covered when parking at outdoors. If you leave for a long time under severe weather 
　conditions such as in the scorching sun, degradation and deformation of resin and rubber parts may be considered.
◎ This product is not completely waterproof.
　Since it is a drip-proof structure, water does not enter inside at normal rain condition, but it is not completely waterproof so 
　water will enter if you soak it in water. If water enters the main body, please stop using it immediately. Also, when the humidity is 
　high, temperature suddenly changes, the main body may inhale moisture and clouding may occur on the inner panel.
◎ Please DO NOT disassemble.
　Please DO NOT not modify. If disassembled it, we will not accept for the repair.
◎ Please Do NOT give a heavy shock.
　Please DO NOT giving a strong impact to the meter, such as off-road riding, jumping, or wheelie. Depending on the impact, there is a 
　risk of missing internal parts and damaging the body.
◎ About Take Care
　If you have stubborn stains, dissolve a small amount of detergent in water, please slowly and carefully remove the dirt. 
　Please DO NOT clean it with volatile substances (thinner • alcohol etc) or compound, it may the panel will become cloudy.
◎ Prohibition of riding with off headlights / Safety parts have been removed vheicles such as racebike
　When riding with the headlight OFF, simple modification such as only disconnecting the headlights, the electricity not consumed will 
　raise the voltage of the whole body. Continued running on this condition, there is a possibility that the genuine regulator breaks 
　down due to deterioration of the battery, overcharging or excessive burden, exceeding the maximum voltage of the meter. Its effect 
　more for modified engine running at higher engine speed than normal.
　In the case of failed headlight bulb, stop engine immediately or switch to the high beam (adjust the optical axis as well) if you 
　need to continue riding. At this time, please ride at lower rpm as possible.
　For racing vehicle, exclusive knowledge and alternative parts and additional parts are required to remove all safety parts.

Product number 05-05-0023

Thank you very much for purchasing our products. Thank you so you will comply with the following matters at the time of use.
Before installation, please check your always kit contents. If there is a point of notice event, Please contact us the dealer of purchase.

◎ If the description, such as photos or Illustration different with this part.

Caution When the handling of ignoring this display, property damage and human shows the assumption of what injury.

■ When performing the work, etc., be sure during the cold (when the engine and the muffler is cold). (It may cause burns.)
■ When performing the work, it should be made to prepare the tools for the job. (Breakage of parts, it may cause injury.)
■ Do the work must always specified torque using a torque wrench. (Damage of bolts and nuts, and cause of dropout.)
■ The product and the frame, might have edges or protrusions. Please go to protect your hands when you work. (It may cause injury.)
■ Be sure to each part inspection before operation, check the loosening of the threaded portion, be sure to securely tighten the 
　specified torque if there is loose. (It may cause detachment of the parts.)

Warning When the handling of ignoring this display people died, shows the contents of the serious injury possibility is 
assumed.

■ Those who are technically unskilled or inexperienced are required not to do the work.
　(Improper installation due to unskilled technique or lack of knowledge could lead to parts breakage and consequently to accidents.)
■ If you start the engine, be sure in a well-ventilated place. In the sealed such place, please do not start the engine.
　(There is a risk of carbon monoxide poisoning.) 
■ During operation, when an abnormality occurs, immediately stop the vehicle in a safe place, please stop running. (It may lead to an accident.)
■ When performing the work, do the work safely stabilize the vehicle in a horizontal location. 
　(There is a risk of injury vehicle collapsed while working.)
■ Inspection, maintenance, the instruction manual or, inspection methods such as service manuals, to protect the way, should be done 
　correctly. (unsuitable inspection and maintenance, there is a risk that result to an accident.)
■ When carrying out the inspection and maintenance, etc., if found damaged parts, replace the damaged parts to avoid possible to reuse 
　the parts. (There is a risk that lead to accidents Continued use.)
■ Gasoline is extremely flammable, those that are flammable to avoid any fire make sure that there is no around.
　Also, it evaporated gasoline, because there is a danger of explosion, do the work in well-ventilated areas.

◎ Please note. Performance up, the design change, the product and the price in the cost up, etc. are subject to change without notice.
◎ Keep this manual stored until this product is discarded.
◎ Please be informed that we shall be held harmless against any claim against us whatsoever arising out of use of the products in 
　racing and the like.

CONTACT  Address : 3-5-16  Nishikiorihigashi Tondabayashi Osaka JAPAN
TEL: +81-721-25-1357  FAX:+81-721-24-5059  e-mail:english@takegawa.co.jp  URL http://www.takegawa.co.jp
Please contact with your name and country name provided. (Only English please)
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Number Product content Quantity Item Number

1 Meter 1 05-05-0006 (set)

2 Main harness 1 00-05-0034

3 Sub harness 1 32110-KLX-T00

4 Stick temp sensor 1 07-04-0551

5 Tempe sensor connection wire 1 07-04-0522

6 Speed sensor 1 05-06-0012 (set）

7 RPM wire 1 090-00-0063

8 T tap 1

9 Meter bracket 1 37213-KLX-T00

10 Rubber 2

11 Washer, 4x14 2

12 Tapping screw, 4x8 2

13 Button head socket screws, 6x50 2 00-00-0314 (3 pcs)

14 Collar 2 37214-KLX-T00

15 Washer, 6x19 2 00-00-0546 (6 pcs)

16 Flange U nut, M6 2 00-00-0091 (6 pcs)

17 Socket cap screw, 4x16 2 00-00-0328 (5 pcs)

18 Spring washers, 4mm 2 00-00-0399 (10 pcs)

19 Hex nut, M4 2 00-00-0398 (10 pcs)

20 Socket set screw, 3x5 1 00-00-0480 (6 pcs)

21 Insulation lock, 290mm 1

Hex wrench, 1.5mm 1

In addition to the above, the following parts are included, but it is NOT used with this product.

1

4

3

2

5

6

7

8

1110

9

12

13

14 15

1817

16

19 20

21

Connectors (each 6pcs)

Brackets Color Hex nut M6

Washer M6

6pcs

4pcs

Extra wiring

Product content

※ Please order in the repair parts are always repair part number.

　If it is not the part number order, you may not be able to order.Please be forewarned.

　It should be noted,　In the case of parts that can not be separately shipment, 

　please order a set part number.
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Indicator lamp 1 Green LED

Indicator lamp 2 Red LED

Digital stepping tachometer

Rev indicator Red LED

Indicator lamp 3 Green LED

Odd meter/Trip meter/temp gauge
(Mode change by switch)

Speed meter

● Select button(S button)
・Change mode, odd meter/Trip meter/temp gauge
・Press and hold S and A for 3 seconds to enter ADJ mode.
　ADJ mode = mode to change and adjust various setting values
・ADJ mode: Proceed to the next function

● Adjust button (A button)
・At trip meter: Press and hold for 3 seconds to reset mileage
・In ADJ mode: Change of setting value

Speed meter Maximum display 360 km/h ※

※ When using optional metal reaction type speed sensor.

The upper limit rotation speed of the attached JIS type cable speed sensor is maximum 4200 rpm ≒ 180 km/h.

Odd meter ～ 99999 km (1km/per)

Trip meter ～ 999.9 km (100m/per) A button, Press and hold to erase

Speed error correction To correct [error] of speed indication. Setting range：300 to 2500 mm, 1 to 60 pluse

Attached speed sensor standard value: 714 mm - 6 signal, Conversion correction range：about 42 % to 350 %

Digital stepping Electrical, up to 13000 rpm, 40 steps

Tachometer 0 to 6000 rpm is 500 rpm / step, 6000 to 13000rpm is 250 rpm / step

Rev indicator Red LED indicator lit when reaching specified speed.

Setting range：4000 to 19900rpm

RPM signal connection setting Type of RPM code connection. IG mode：【A connection】【B connection】, PC mode：【C connection】

RPM signal number setting Signal frequency setting per one crankshaft revolution.

IG mode： 0.5 times, 1 to 6 times, PC mode：1 to 24 times

RPM signal type setting Select loading program type. Hi mode, Lo mode

3 WAY RPM signal input Readable connection of 3 different RPM signals. 【A connection】【B connection】【C connection】

Temp gauge Measurement range 0 to 120℃

Fuel gauge 5 steps, 100/510 Ω switchable. Hide when wiring is not connected.

※ Only for motorcycles with gasoline sensors such as scooter

3 Indicator Equipped with three indicator lamps that can be used for neutral lamps, warning lights, etc.

1：Green LED, -  lit　2：Red LED, + /-  lit　3：Green LED, +  lit

Backlight Orange LED, with 5 levels of brightness adjustment. Excellent visibility, less uneven light emission.

Meter start

● Starting by key-on position.

※ "r -" is displayed for 0.3 seconds when the meter is started ( ※ is a number). This is normal while reading setting data.

● It starts up in the same mode when it was turned off last time.

● The select button (S button) changes (the lower left) to odometer → trip meter → thermometer → odometer • • .

Odd meter mode

Trip meter mode temp gauge mode

When sensor wiring is disconnected

Select button
(S button)

Adjust button
(A button)

Meter display and function

Normal operation method

Fuel gauge
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※ Stabilize the vehicle in a 
　horizontal and safe place.
※ Confirm that the main key is OFF to 
　avoid a fear of shorting.

◇ Connect the T tap attached to the pickup 

　pulse wire. Connect the RPM wire and 

　security tight up to the the meter area.

◇ Attach the two (included) rubber pieces 

　to the Takegawa meter bracket, attach the 

　meter using 2 washers (4 × 14) and 4 

　tapping screws (4 × 8). Attach the speed 

　sensor to the meter bracket using socket 

　cap screw (4x16) 2 pieces spring washer 

　(4mm) and 2 hexnut (M4).

◇ Refer to the genuine service manual and 

　remove the original speed meter.

　Remove the rubber part from the original 

　meter bracket.

Rubber

Washer,4x14
/Tapping screw 4x8

◇ Connect the main harness to the meter.

◇ Attach the above meter bracket to the 

　original meter stay using 2 buttonhead 

　socket screws (6x50) screws, two collars, 

　2 washers (6x19), and 2 flange U nuts(M6).

◇ Connect the speedometer cable to the speed 

　sensor. Use pliers etc. securely.

※ The protruding amount of the inner cable 

　of the speedometer cable that can be 

　attached to the speed sensor becomes less 

　than 24 mm (JIS standard hsape). 

　When installing a speedometer cable with a 

　too much amount of protrusion, the 

　rotating part wears violently and the 

　accurate speed can not be recognized, so 

　make sure the amount of protrusion of the 

　inner cable is measured.

　If the protruding amount exceeds 24 mm, 

　make cutting the part.

Main harness

Collar

Sensor

Clearance

Less than 24mm

① Place the wiring on the recess and fold 

　the T type tap.

◇ Attach the stick temperature sensor, 

　connect the sensor, connecting wire, and 

　security wire it to the the meter area.

※ Attach a small amount of screw lock glue 

　to the socket screw (3x5) to prevent 

　falling off.

※ Tightening of the socket set screw should 

　be stay to the slightly tight (not too 

　tight). If the sensor part is deformed 

　greatly due to excessive tightening, 

　internal electronic parts may be damaged.

How to connect the T tap

② Squeeze tightly until the click by the 

　pliers etc. so that the connection 

　terminal is connected to the wiring.

recess

◇ Connect the 9P coupler of the original 

　meter to the sub harness(included).

※ DO NOT bend or apply strong force the 

　black vinyl tube because sub-harness 

　incorporates electronic parts in.

◇ Connect each wiring (refer wiring diagram).

◇ Bundle and secure the wiring with the 

　attached tie wrap.

◇ Connect the headlight coupler and attach 

　the front cover.

◇ Make the meter settings (refer setting 

　manual).

◇ Confirm all the function and indicator 

　lights works correctly.

slightly tight (not too tight)

stick temperature sensor

■ Mounting procedure　※ Please refer to the genuine service manual if the detail is not mentioned method and the specified torque.

　 Note: Be sure that you protect specified 

　　　　torque.

Torque：10N・m（1.0kgf・m）

Socket cap 
screw,4x16

Spring washer,4mm
/Hea nut,M4

Button head socket screw,6x50

Washer,6x19/Flange U nut,M6
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Schematic Diagram

Meter 

Tempe sensor

Chasiss harness Sub harness

9P coupler

Main harness

※ DO NOT bend or apply strong force black vinyl 
　tube, because sub-harness incorporates 
　electronic parts in.

Pickup pulse wire

T tap

To the Takegawa 
cylinder

Stick temp sensor Tempe sensor connection wire

RPM wire

G/W

P

G

Gr

Br

Y

[08][09]Thermo

[10][11][12]Speed

B

[1]Power supply

[02]Earth lead

[03]Indicator 1 G

[04]Indicator 2 R

[05]Indicator 3 G

[06]Fuel gauge

[07]RPM signal

G/W

P

G

Gr

Br

B

No connection

Bl/Y

No. 配　色 機能 No. Color Function

[01] 黒 キー ON 電源入力 (DC12V) [01] Black Key-on (DC12V)

[02] 緑 メインアース (GND) [02] Green Main GND

[03] 緑 / 白 インジケーターランプ 1 緑 LED ( マイナス接続 ) [03] Green/White Indicator1 (-)

[04] 灰 インジケーターランプ 2 赤 LED ( プラス /マイナス接続 ) [04] Gray Indicator2 (+/-)

[05] 紫 インジケーターランプ 3 緑 LED ( プラス接続） [05] Purple Indicator3 (+)

[06] 黄 ガソリン計入力 ( 抵抗値） [06] Yellow Fuel Signal Input ( Ω )

[07] 茶 ＲＰＭ信号入力 ( パルス） [07] Brown RPM Signal Input (Pulse)

[08] 黄 / 白 温度センサー入力 ( 抵抗値） [08] Yellow/White Thermo Sensor ( Ω )

[09] 緑 温度センサー入力 (GND） [09] Green Thermo Sensor (GND)

[10] 緑 速度センサー (GND) [10] Green Speed Sensor (GND)

[11] 赤 / 白 速度センサー (5V 出力 ) [11] Red/White Speed Sensor (5V Output)

[12] 茶 / 白 速度センサー ( パルス入力） [12] Brown/White Speed Sensor (Pulse)

Main wire harness color chart

No connection

NB: abbreviation:

Black (B)    Green(G)

White (W)    Gray (Gr)

Purple(P)    Brown(Br)

Yellow(Y)    Blue (Bl)

Red   (R)
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Meter setting

Turn on the meter.

Press the right and left buttons of 

the meter simultaneously for 3 

seconds or longer to set the ADJ 

mode and set the following meters.

When you press the S button 

for 3 seconds or more or 

turn off the power at each 

setting, the setting is 

completed.

Or press the S button to 

move to the next setting, 

press the S button again 

after setting the last 

temperature unit, the 

setting is completed

1 Rev alarm setting

2 RPM signal setting

2.5 RPM signal number setting

3 RPM signal type setting

4 ～ 9 Speed correction

10 Fuel gauge setting

11 Backlight setting

12 Speed unit setting

13 A Temperature unit setting

A button to select the rev alarm 

indicator lamp lit rpm speed.

（Can be set in the range of 4000 to 

19900 rpm in 100 rpm units.)

Select "PC" with A button.

Select "1" with A button.

Select "Hi" with A button.

Enter the traveling distance of the 

bike per rotation of the speedometer 

cable.

If you are using a stock tire or 

the same size as the original meter 

gear, input "0", "7", "1", "4", "0", 

"6" with the A button and S button.

If the size of the front tire is 

changed from stock and the 

circumference of the tire has 

changed, or if the wheel is changed 

etc., speed correction is performed 

with reference to the following.

Since setting is not done, move on 

next.

Select the backlight brightness with 

the A button.

（It can be set in 1 to 5 steps. 

1 to darker, 5 to brighter.

The brighter uses more power onsump-

tion.）

Select "km / h" with A button.

Select "C" with A button.

End ADJ mode

Each time you move on 
to the next item the 
scale will increase. Rev alarm
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About input of speed correction value

Japanese domestic vehicles are set to 60 km / h when the meter cable revolution speed is 1400 rpm (according to JIS standard) the 

converted value is 714 mm and 5 signals at the stock tire and meter gear. 6 signals so that the meter.The setting is 714 mm, 6 signals.

Even in the case of wheel changed other size, when the stock meter gear is used, the correction value will be 714 mm, 6 signals in the 

same way. When you change wheel and tire size, you need speed correction.

Check the correction value by the following method them input.

How to check the speed correction value 1

● This is a method to find out from meter gear and tire circumference after changed tire(or and wheel).

※ There is a risk of breakage during disassembly. Please work carefully.

1.Disassemble the meter gear and count the number of gear teeth.

3.You can calculate the value by using following formula. 

　The value in the bold frame becomes the value of "speed signal length setting".

　Please input "6" for "speed signal count setting".

Teeth amount A

Cable shaft side

Teeth amount B

Axle shaft side

2.Mark the tire and the ground with tape or other method, rotate the tire one revolution and measure the total distance.

Teeth amount C

Tire circumference(mm)

EX) 1220mm

Axle shaft gear side

EX) 14T

Cable shaft gear side

EX) 8T

Tire circumference (1 turn)　　EX) 1220mm

Rolling

Stay

Teeth amount A Teeth amount B Teeth amount C

EX) 1220mmEX) 14TEX) 8T

÷ ×

Correction value

EX) ≒ 697mm

＝

How to check the speed correction value 2

● It is a method to compare the stock tire and the changed tire.

　Please measure the circumference of each tire.

　You can calculate the value by using following formula. 

　The value in the bold frame becomes the value of "speed signal length setting".

　Please input "6" for "speed signal count setting".

Teeth amount A Teeth amount B

÷ ×　　714　　＝

Correction value

EX) ≒ 697mmEX) 1220mm EX) 1250mm

Tire circumference 

after change Stock tire circumference

U
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n
g
 
t
a
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e

(Meter gear side)


